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Looking for child care?
Call the EXPERTS.
Children’s Council is here to help you find child care you can
afford and feel good about. Our counselors help you understand
your options and demystify the search process.
OUR SERVICES:
i San Francisco’s most comprehensive
database of licensed child care
i One-on-one expert counseling by
phone, email or in-person
i Choosing Child Care workshops
i Help finding care for children with special needs
CONNECT WITH OUR EXPERTS

You can reach our child care counselors Monday through Friday.
i Visit us at booth #17
i Drop in at 445 Church Street @ 16th
i Call 415.276.2900
i Email rr@childrenscouncil.org
i Search our database at childrenscouncil.org

445 Church Street, San Francisco, CA 94114

415.276.2900 • childrenscouncil.org

Next Choosing
Child Care workshops:
Tuesday, November 18,
6:00 – 7:30 p.m.
Tuesday, December 16,
6:00 – 7:30 p.m.

Diapering Options
In the San Francisco Bay Area, there are basically three diapering options:

1

2
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Using reusable diapers
and laundering them

Using reusable or
compostable single-use diapers
through a diaper service

Using single-use
paper diapers

Many parents find that using a combination of methods works well for their lifestyle.
Laundering reusable diapers at home is growing in popularity amongst parents today. There are many diaper types to choose
from including one-piece, two-piece and pocket systems. There are a host of natural fiber and synthetic fiber options.
Using a diaper service is a convenient choice. Rinsing is not required since the human waste enters the sewage system where it
belongs. The charges for a diaper service include the rental of the diapers, the weekly pick-up, delivery and professional
laundering (clean diapers = peace of mind + reduced incidence of diaper rash and earlier potty training).
Whether home laundering or using a diaper service, using reusable diapers represent the best environmental diapering choice
since they can be laundered 50+ times and require far fewer natural resources than single-use diapers. They are chemical-free
and allow caregivers to know when a diaper has been soiled, enabling them to change the diaper in a timely fashion.
Single-use paper diapers come in as many varieties as their reusable counterparts. They contain SAP, a super absorbent
polymer gel which is marketed as keeping the baby dry. The caveat is babies often sit in their waste longer than they should due
to the super absorbency of the diaper. Single-use diapers (mistakingly dubbed disposables) represent a significant challenge to
our ever shrinking landfills, where due to an absence of sunlight and air, it is estimated they take upwards of 500+ years to
decompose. The raw materials required to make these diapers (including water, petroleum and wood pulp) is often forgotten.
Compostable single-use diapers are made with a corn-based polymer (plastic) instead of a petroleum-based polymer. Diaper
services that offer compostable diaper service take the soiled diapers to a local commercial composting facility where the
diapers are composted in the municipal solid waste compost stream (msw). The dirt from this compost stream has limited use
in non-agricultural applications. When composted, these diapers eliminate waste from our landfills. They still require the use of
natural resources, coming from all over the world for a few hours of use.

About
Written by Judy Aagard, owner Tiny Tots Diaper Service & Baby Boutique
Judy has been involved at Tiny Tots since 1966 when her family purchased the
business. She is recognized as a cloth diaper expert in both the local and global
diapering community.
She is the founder of the Great Cloth Diaper Change which has recently garnered
international participation along with breaking the Guinness World Record for the most
cloth diapers changes happening simultaneously.
Tiny Tots offers home pick up and delivery of either cloth, compost or combination
service along with the largest inventory of cloth diaper options for home launderers in
the Bay Area.
For more information, please visit WWW.TINYTOTS.COM
or check us out in person at 138 Railway Avenue, Campbell.

5 Must-Visit Spots in San Francisco for
New and Expecting Moms
You know what every new mom needs? Support and lots of it. Thankfully, there are a whole bunch of
amazing places in San Francisco to help you with everything from getting your body back after birth to
lactation advice to meeting new moms. Here are five spots for local parents on-the-go, to check out
before and after birth:
DayOne Baby
Part library, part consultancy, part store, this center represents a home away from home to inform and
support parents on all things pregnancy and newborns. They have lactation specialists, workshops and
chairs for moms to nurse in. as well as a reference library and shop. New parents come in to take
classes, nurse, change baby and weigh their little one. (3548 Sacramento Street; dayonebaby.com)
Recess Urban Recreation
Recess is the place to go when you don't have enough space inside for your little one to roam free (a
fairly common issue for us urban moms!). Think of it as a crawlable, climbable baby gym with an
enviable aesthetic. There are wooden toys and slides, and lots of places for babies to smile and make
noises at each other; for toddlers, there's music, dance, crafts, reading and blocks. (470 Carolina
Street; recessurbanrecreation.com)
Preggo Pilates
This spots tagline is “stay in shape while your shape changes,” and as any mother knows, this can be
hard to do! But Preggo Pilates will help you do just that through a series of exercises that have been
developed to address the unique physical needs of pregnant and postnatal women. They offer a host of
classes for those who are pregnant or who are working on getting back into shape after birth. (1452
Valencia Street; preggopilates.com)
Natural Resources
If you are pregnant, planning to get pregnant, have adopted a child, or are postnatal, Natural Resources
is your place. They have a selection of maternity and baby clothes, books, and products for both mom
and baby. The support you will get, however, at Natural Resources is the real reason to come: the new
moms group gives you a place to talk about everything you’re experiencing (both good and bad!) and to
meet other moms and make new friends. (1367 Valencia Street; naturalresources-sf.com)
Carmel Blue
Carmel Blue is the pre and postnatal pregnancy answer to anything you can possibly think of as an
expecting parent, a new parent, or the friend of a parent. They host a comprehensive schedule of
classes, including yoga, birthing, and massage, and a sell a great product line of maternity and baby
supplies that is constantly being updated. (1418 Grant Avenue; carmelblue.com)

About
For more on these and other must-visit Bay Area spots for new moms,
download Mommy Nearest, one of the fastest growing mobile apps in
the parenting space (free on both iPhone and Android). The app also
publishes new and curated content on a daily basis.

The Mindful Pregnancy
Pregnancy can be a time of elation for a woman and her partner as they anticipate and dream
about their new baby joining the family. But sometimes the initial excitement can give way to
stress and a negative mood. Maternal stress, depression and anxiety during pregnancy and
postpartum has been associated with a wide variety of adverse outcomes including pre-term
birth, low birth weight, childbirth complications and the increased risk for postpartum mood
disorder. It can interfere with healthy fetal and child development and mother-baby
interaction.
Mindfulness generally means moment-to-moment, non-judgmental awareness of one's
present moment experience. The goal of learning mindfulness in this context is to be able to
be aware of your experience without necessarily labeling it as good or bad, and to be able to
choose your responses rather than reacting out of habit. Mindfulness also focuses on staying
present with whatever is happening, a skill that is important for good parenting.
Mindfulness has shown promise for reducing stress, improving mood, developing equanimity
and even enhancing immunity and brain activity associated with a positive outlook on life.
There is increasing scientific research that suggests mindfulness can help relieve pain and
reduce anxiety.
Pregnancy is often an ideal time to explore and practice mindfulness as a respite from hectic
lifestyles. While it seems that our lives are focused on the future—the birth, the new nursery,
parenting—it can be helpful to learn to simply “be present.” We often spend considerable
time and energy in being various things including the mother of an unborn child, a spouse, a
relation, or a worker. We spend very little effort at just being the Self, the Mindful Awareness
that we all are.
It’s important to recognize that practicing mindfulness is not a guarantee against
complications. But while we can’t often control certain circumstances, we can manage our
reactions to them.
Some techniques that help raise awareness of the present moment include meditation and
yoga. Meditation, at it simplest form, can involve a “body scan” approach in which you sit in a
chair and gently guide your attention to different parts of your body. There is no judgment,
just acknowledgment. For example, you may note how your body is pressing against the
chair. You may take a deep breath and feel the air move through your nostrils.
Yoga, for some, is a form of meditation and can also help feeling present and mindful. An
integral part of yoga is Pranayama (Prana- Life Force and Ayama- Expanding or lengthening).
It is very important, regardless of which pose you are in, to concentrate on your breath. Most
of us have a tendency to hold our breaths during a pose because we are trying too hard to be
in the pose. You should be able to breathe with ease in any pose. If the breath is restricted,
scale back on the pose and start again. Always be mindful of how your body and mind feels in
the pose. There should be quietness in the mind as you are holding the pose.
At the end of the lesson always practice Shavasana (corpse pose), which brings awareness to
your body and breath. This pose needs to be modified slightly in pregnancy by tilting your
body to one side so that you are not lying flat on your back.
Practicing mindfulness during pregnancy is applicable not only to expectant mothers, but also
to their partners. The calm and ease you can feel during a mindful pregnancy can be tapped
during childbirth and postpartum, as well as through the challenges of parenting.

The Mindful Pregnancy... (continued)
About
At St. Luke's, our team of OB/GYN physicians, certified nurse-midwives and obstetrical
nurses have strong roots in the community. Our team shares a philosophy that focuses on
appropriate intervention at births and fully engaging women in their health care decisions. St.
Luke’s has some of the lowest rates of caesarian births, induced labor, and episiotomies in
California.
CPMC St. Luke’s Prenatal Yoga Classes
Prenatal Yoga classes are held on Saturdays from 9:45 am to 11:00 am in the Solarium at St.
Luke’s. Postnatal Yoga classes for parents and babies are held on the 1st and 3rd Saturday of
every month from 11:15 am to 12:30 pm in the Solarium.
To learn more visit www.cpmc.org/stlwomen.
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Common New Parent Questions
Q: My baby is 5 days old and she has diarrhea.
A: After the first few days of life when your baby has meconium bowel movements that are very dark and sticky, it’s
normal for your newborn’s poop to begin to be very watery and seem like diarrhea. Breast fed infants, in particular,
have BMs that are loose and seedy and range in color from brown to mustard-yellow to green. A typical newborn’s
poop looks a lot like grainy mustard--think Grey Poupon country style!
Q: My newborn must have a cold because he keeps sneezing.
A: It’s very unlikely that your baby is sick. Newborns often sneeze quite a bit and we think of it as nature’s way of
allowing your baby to blow his nose. New babies have very small nasal passages and usually make a little bit of
mucus which can produce some degree of nasal congestion. This usually isn’t a problem, but because newborns
don’t know they can breathe through their mouths, you may hear your newborn’s breathing sounds and think it
means he is having difficulty. As long as your baby is feeding well, is content, doesn’t seem to be struggling to
breathe or crying a lot (which forces babies to mouth breathe) he is likely just fine.
Q: We want to take our baby to a party but she is only 2 weeks old. Is this OK?
A: The immune system of a newborn is immature and the more people she is exposed to the greater the likelihood
she may catch something which could cause her to become sick. We generally stress being very careful regarding
hand hygiene and potential exposure to germs for the first 60-90 days of life, when pediatricians consider a fever a
sign that an infection may be serious. Hand washing is the best way to prevent introducing illness-causing germs
to your newborn. Proper cleaning of your hands involves rubbing them together for 15 seconds (or 3 rounds of
“Row Row Row Your Boat”) with good old soap and warm water, or in a pinch the use of an alcohol-based hand
sanitizer also works well.
Q: Which hand sanitizers are best?
A: Generally we recommend an alcohol based product which is rated 0-2 on the Environmental Working Group
(EWG) cosmetics database toxicity scale (http://www.cosmeticsdatabase.com) so that you’re sure to purchase
something effective while avoiding highly toxic ingredients. This is an important factor when considering what to
buy for you and your baby. EWG is a tremendous resource to guide purchasing decisions. Babies and small
children have very thin skin and immature immune and detoxification systems, and thus they are vulnerable not
only to what they eat but also to what their skin is exposed to, what we clothe them in, and what they breathe.
Q: Do I need to give my 2 month old baby Vitamin D drops? There is not much sun in our San
Francisco neighborhood and we spend most of our time indoors.
A: Vitamin D is important to our health and many of us have insufficient levels due to lack of adequate sunlight
exposure or supplementation. The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) recommends all children receive a
vitamin D supplement starting in the first few days of life because evidence has shown this could have life-long
benefits. Furthermore, because of the growing body of evidence that a pregnant woman’s vitamin D status is
important to her developing fetus, the AAP has recommended that physicians caring for pregnant women consider
vitamin D testing during pregnancy.
For more information about these and other important topics related to your newborn, call us at GetzWell. We love
supporting new parents! 415-826-1701

About
GetzWell Pediatrics has redefined the practice of primary care medicine for
children. They are the doctors of choice for families seeking a broader, more
thoughtful approach to health care and provide an unprecedented level of
accessibility and personalized attention. Julia Getzelman, M.D. founded
GetzWell Pediatrics in 2008 in Noe Valley and now they have an office at 1800
Union Street in Cow Hollow. For more information, visit www.getzwell.com
or call 415-826-1701.

The Importance of Self-Care for Moms
Children bring so much joy and give us a new lens through which to view life. However, it is easy to get lost in the
day to day needs of our children and forget about caring for our own needs; even the basic needs.
Often a busy lifestyle and lack of attention to personal needs can start to take a toll on emotional and physical
health. This is an experience and struggle shared by moms everywhere.
However, there are lifestyle strategies and natural remedies that can help support emotional health and well-being.
These seven simple practices can have a huge positive impact.
RITUALS: A ritual can reconnect us with ourselves and ideally, take us out of our task-oriented routine or
frantic pace. These “mommy timeouts” create some space between tasks and other stressors and encourage
patience and the ability to respond to your kids’ demands in a loving way. Through rituals, moms can reconnect
with joy and creativity and sensitivity. A ritual can be anything from lighting a candle and having quiet time, a cup
of tea, a hot bath, aromatherapy or getting outside and watering your plants. It doesn’t have to be complicated to be
effective. Just choose one or two things that bring you back to a calm and loving head (and heart) space.
MAGNESIUM: One solution to postpartum anxiety and irritability is magnesium supplementation. A
magnesium “tea” (which can be made from a magnesium powder by Longevity Science called Magna-Calm) can
be a daily rituals and helps with a gamut of issues from hormone regulation to better sleep. Magnesium should be
required during the birthing and early parenting years, right along with prenatals and folic acid. The benefits of
magnesium are definitely worth looking into.
YOGA: Stretch + breathe. The incorporation of yoga into a weekly routine can be very beneficial. The simple act
of breathing (really breathing) along with focus, balance, strength and stretching can do miraculous things for
emotional well-being. It also helps focus on the present moment, even if only for a while.
AROMATHERAPY: Quality essential oils can have a powerful affect on overall health and wellbeing. It is not
a coincidence they are becoming so popular in natural home remedies. Choosing essential oils and knowing how
to use them is important too! There are many calming and uplifting blends to combat anxiety.
EXERCISE: It isn’t news that exercise is good for us. But if medication could be avoided by getting out and
sweating, why aren’t more people doing it faithfully? A few key benefits of exercise are increased endorphins,
decreased stress hormones and better body image.
SLEEP: Don’t skimp on sleep! It is so tempting to try to pack everything into the hours after the kids go to bed.
Before you realize it, it is after midnight and you still have to get up at the crack of dawn with your little ones. Lack
of sleep takes a big toll on our bodies and makes us less able to parent from the place we want to, with love,
compassion and patience.
EXPECTATIONS: Give yourself a break and freedom to have a sense of humor about the chaos. We can’t do
it all! If the house is a mess, it’s probably because you’ve been spending your time doing something more
meaningful than keeping your house spotless. Check your motives and weigh the cost to benefits of keeping a
perfect house, car, schedule, etc. Chances are, you are a supermom and don’t even know it.

About
Heather Hamilton, Founder + CEO of Zoe Organics, Inc.
Heather Hamilton is av mom of 3 with a passion for living consciously and
creating safe, effective and delightful skincare and lifestyle products for
families. Her Mama’s Ritual product collection is the newest compilation of
some of the aforementioned practices. Please visit the Zoe Organics booth to
sample these products in the Spa Area.
www.zoeorganics.com

Eating Your Placenta: Not the Latest Celebrity Fad
Actress January Jones (of hit TV show, “Mad Men”) recently commented that as a part of her
postpartum recovery she had her placenta prepared for ingestion. The actress says she was
able to quickly get back to work after the birth of her son with the help of “…eating well, with
vitamins and teas, and with placenta capsulation [sic]” Kim Kardashian played around with
the idea on her reality TV show “Keeping Up with the Kardashians,” before the birth of her
daughter. This recent exposure has brought placenta encapsulation to the limelight.
However, the medicinal use of the placenta is not a fad or the latest celebrity trend but a
powerful herb that is an essential part of Chinese herbal medicine. Its Chinese name is Zi He
Che (translated as “purple river vehicle”) and was officially classified in the Compendium of
Materia Medica in the early 1500’s. It is included in the category of “Herbs that Tonify Yang”
and can be found in herbal pharmacies in the form of dried pig, goat or cow placenta. The
properties of the placenta are sweet, salty and warm. It affects the meridians (channels of
energy) of the liver, lung and kidney. Zi He Che increases energy or Qi in the body and is the
dominant ingredient in a number of classic restorative formulas. The most classic and
common use of Zi He Che is its ability to increase insufficient lactation. These qualities make
the placenta a potent herb for nourishing and replenishing the body in the postpartum period.
Like January Jones, people can now hire professionals to prepare the placenta for
encapsulation. The preparation process is in accordance with Chinese medicine theory that
believes raw foods are generally too cold for consumption by new mothers who have just
experienced childbirth. The exhaustion of labor and loss of blood can leave the woman
depleted and generally cold in her constitution. The placenta is best prepared by steaming it
and warming-herbs, such as ginger, are added. The final product is warming, nourishing and
replenishing for the postpartum woman.

About
Yume Takeuchi, MS, L.Ac.
Yume Takeuchi, MS, L.Ac. is a licensed acupuncturist, doula and
placenta-encapsulator. She is the owner of Acu-Doula: Acupuncture & Birth
Services in Berkeley. She offers free 30-minute phone consultations and can be
reached at:
510-725-7555
www.acudouayume.com

Seven Steps to Hiring a Nanny with the Right Qualities
Hiring a nanny with the right qualities for your child and you can be a rewarding process! We are very fortunate in
the Bay Area to have a large pool of qualified, competent nannies working with families of young children.
Choosing among them for the right match benefits everyone!
Many parents, however, are surprised at the complexities of choosing a nanny. The market is unlicensed and
unregulated and the process of choosing can be time consuming and worrisome. The decision about who to hire
to care for the most important person in your life is a difficult one.
Following these Seven Steps to Hiring a Nanny with the Right Qualities will ensure you go through a process in an
informed, thoughtful way.
1. Evaluation of Need: Determine what you want – both the practical aspects of the job description, including
the schedule, responsibilities, compensation and benefits; as well as the characteristics and qualities you want in a
nanny. Prioritize these according to what is essential, what is important and what is nice to have.
2. Getting the Word Out: Post notices online, in mother’s group newsletters and local agency bulletin boards.
Ask relatives, friends and colleagues for leads. Investigate opportunities at community colleges and universities.
Research online for prospective candidates.
3. Prescreening: Evaluate prospective candidates over a phone call and email discussions to determine
suitability. Many nanny candidates have created portfolios complete with resume; letters of recommendation,
certificates of education and background check clearances. These can be emailed for quick review. Check
references on those candidates you are interested in interviewing. Select those candidates for interviews that meet
basic requirements and have at least 2-3 of the ‘must have’ qualities from your evaluation checklist.
4. Interview Process: Conduct a formal first interview with 3-5 good candidates and informal second interview
with 1-2 finalists. Evaluate for fit. Use your gut to support what you see on paper and what references have said
about the candidate. Remember: you have to like the person you are hiring as much as respect the work she has
done for other families.
5. Trial Period: Evaluate your nanny candidate over a 1 – 2 week period to determine fit. During this period,
your nanny obtains CPR/First aid training, TB testing and completes background check requirements. Draft a
contract and present it to your nanny for review/comment/approval. Most parents know after 2-3 days with their
nanny candidate whether she would be a good fit. Remember: a trial period shows intent to hire. Trial periods are
scheduled and paid. It is non-binding on both sides – an opportunity for everyone to know whether this is the
right situation.
6. Contract: Conduct a formal closure meeting to review and review the procedures on how to handle
medical/police/fire/disaster emergencies; review employment documents; review and sign the contract.
Remember: contracts between parents and nannies make it clear who is the employer and who is the employee.
The parent/nanny relationship often slips into the familiar territory of the nanny being ‘one of family’ vs. an
employee being compensated for work performed.
7. Performance Reviews: Conduct weekly discussions about your child’s care and your employer/employee
relationship to ensure everyone gets off to a good start. Schedule regular formal discussions quarterly to
minimize problems and ensure your nanny continues to provide quality childcare!

About
Alyce Desrosiers, LCSW
Childcare Consultant for Families and Nannies
Chirp Connecting Families and Nannies LLC
www.chirpchirpchirp.com
Chirp Connecting Families and Nannies LLC has provided personalized nanny
placement services since 1994 assisting San Francisco Bay Area families
through their process to hire nannies that fit. Information about
Chirp’s services is available on their website:
www.chirpchirpchirp.com. Sign up for Chirp’s blog and
receive our 15-page handout including checklists, forms and
more on how to hire the right nanny!
Photo courtesy of the Scout Guide

“I wish someone would have told me that”
They come to me with smiles or tears, in all sorts of states of physical and emotional composure. Most are newly
post-partum and are seeking breastfeeding support, but there is always so much more going on. These new moms are
more than a bit surprised at how different the experience of becoming a mom is from anything they thought they were
prepared for. The classes they took may feel woefully inadequate.
Breastfeeding is a central focus in the early days for a good number of moms. Everyone wants to do the very best for their
babies. Some feel they must tolerate what feels like a barracuda at their breast. And what of those moms who may be
advised to introduce formula despite their desire to exclusively breastfeed? Or those who choose to formula feed entirely
or some combination of the two? There are so many opinions out there, starting back when friends and family shared their
views and experiences at the baby shower and culminating with the information from well-meaning hospital staff that can
confuse and even frighten you. We all know our individual experiences color our advice, even professional direction, but
many of us are just looking for someone to definitively say “Follow these specific steps you’ll be fine.” I remember feeling
that when my first was born, but have learned since, so much of this parenting thing is trial and error.
We have our pre-conceived notions, social pressures, and a desire for perfection. There is adjusting to the fact that we are
beholden to that tiny creature, or that feelings about our partners can be complicated by the imbalance of care in those early
days. Families offer help, but can contradict your intentions. We believe breastfeeding should happen naturally and if
challenges require introducing formula, we may feel like we failed. Or if formula is a choice, we may feel the conflict of
balance between what works for you and the societal stigma you may encounter. Some of us don’t like breastfeeding after
trying it and feel a range of emotions around that.
There are things to keep in mind that will make it an easier transition, though:
• If you are having issues, get help early.
• Take a breastfeeding class and line up potential support for the post-partum period. Breastfeeding is instinctual to a
certain degree, but it is a learned dance.
• 90% of breastfeeding problems can be fixed with correct latch and positioning.
• Don’t listen to anyone who tells you it shouldn’t hurt in the beginning. The first 10-20 seconds of latch can be painful for
a period of time, but should subside as feeding continues.
• Much of the early damage your nipples may sustain occurs when you are still potentially on pain medication and the
breasts become engorged like hard basketballs. Proper technique is key here.
• Babies may be super-sleepy and you’ll need to wake them to feed in the beginning.
• They may start to cue hunger anywhere between 1-3 hours after the start of the last feed.
• Flexibility with your intentions is key. There may be need to pump early or supplement the baby based on evaluation by
your pediatrician and/or lactation consultant.
• You have choices. My philosophy is “Happy mom, happy baby” – The adage “Breast is Best” puts a lot of pressure on
moms who may have different ideas. With proper evidence-based information, YOU should make the choices for your
baby.
• Err on the side of caution. Ask questions of your pediatrician and lactation consultants and seek out support groups.
Everyone has different learning styles, different ways of connecting with others. Some of us need warm nurturers while
others need to hear it straight up like it is. This time is such a personal one. Trust your instincts, find your voice and
surround yourself with helpful people. And please, remember that perfection in motherhood is impossible and allowing
room for mess-ups, in and of itself, is absolutely perfectly perfect.

About
Jennifer Suffin, IBCLC is an
Internationally Board Certified
Lactation Consultant providing
JENNIFER SUFFIN,
IBCLC, RLC
breastfeeding support in the San
L ACTATION CONSULTANT
Francisco Bay Area. She takes pride
in offering clients a sense of comfort
and valuable evidence-based tools
to help empower them through breastfeeding challenges and so much more on the
winding path of new parenthood. As a mother of two, she can offer not only a
professional perspective, but recognizes personally that new parenthood is an
incredible time with ups and downs that should be navigated with the care and
support of others. Visit www.careinthecurve.com to learn more about Jenn and her
services.

LOVING YOUR BIRTH TEAM?
We Grow In Connection With Others Who Care
Pregnancy is full of enormous changes on so many levels. Not only is your belly growing, but you are
rapidly growing and developing as a person and parent too. For many women this is an opportunity, if
they choose to take it up, to grow and live in healthier ways that are more in alignment with their core
values. You probably have a whole team surrounding and supporting you now, as you prepare to
venture into the unknowns of labor and life with a newborn. For lots of mamas, being on the receiving
end of this kind of support is an unexpected perk of being pregnant. But did you know that wise
support is just the thing that allows a mother’s growth and development to continue in a
healthy direction after baby arrives? Mothers grow the most in caring connection with
others. We all know this to be true of babies, but did you know it continues throughout our entire
lives? Thank goodness for the care of family, midwives, OBs, doulas, pediatricians, childbirth
educators, lactation consultants and therapists! Unfortunately, while all this fabulous support is
incredibly important in getting you and your baby off to the right start, it usually goes away soon after
the baby’s born. For many women, after baby comes is a time when the need for more support is
greater and is worth planning ahead for.
How Will You Continue to Grow?
Traversing this new territory of life with a newborn, your daily experiences can feel like they carry the
weight of the world, at a time when you are sleeping less, your responsibility is suddenly bigger than
ever, and the learning curve is steep. At this exact same time, this expert team you’ve put together and
have grown intensely attached to are saying their goodbyes. It only makes sense that the postpartum
year is a time of heightened psychological vulnerability, when you add up the changes and the
goodbyes to such important figures in your development as a mother. We were never meant to do this
alone; we are meant to do this within multi-generational family tribes! Unfortunately, that is just not the
reality of modern life in the Bay Area, but the need for wise counsel through this significant transition
and for the years to come as you parent through all the stages of your child’s development still exist,
and is indeed very real. Ensuring that you keep connected with people who know about
birth and the changes that follow you into parenting your child, is one of the best things
you can do for your new family and your psychological health.
Some ways to ensure you and your baby are well supported after your time with your
birthworkers ends:
1. Schedule short visits in advance with friends and family who make you feel good.
2. Join a facilitated mom’s group.
3. Hire a Parenting Coach who is a trained therapist who has research-backed expertise in attachment
relationships and who can laugh and cry with you as you experience the ups and downs of life and
can help you navigate life with a new baby, sibling relationships, behavior issues and moodiness.

About
Jenny Kepler, MA, MFT Intern
Jenny Kepler has been supporting families for over 10 years. She is a registered
Marriage and Family Therapist Intern, certified birth doula and holds a master’s
degree in psychology from the California Institute of Integral Studies. She
currently provides parent coaching and family therapy with Psyched In San
Francisco. Her writing on parenting has been quoted by the
SF Examiner. You can read more about Jenny and her
published articles about parenting at:
www.psychedinsanfrancisco.com

Alternative Health
BAY AREA HOMEOPATHY ASSOCIATION

www.bayareahomeopathyassociation.org

All the best classical homeopath under 1 roof with the mission to increase public awareness and
understanding of Homeopathy as an integral part of personal health care. BAHA puts
homeopaths in touch with one another by providing networking and collaborative opportunities for
professional homeopaths and publishing a directory of Bay Area homeopaths for the public.

YOUNG LIVING ESSENTIAL OILS

www.youngliving.org/berenicecelaya

Young Living inspires wellness, purpose, and abundance by distilling nature’s greatest gifts into
pure essential oils. We are committed to providing pure, powerful products for every family and
lifestyle, all infused with the life-changing benefits of our essential oils.

Baby Gear
BABIES "R" US

www.babiesrus.com

Babies“R”Us is the nation’s leading retailer dedicated to baby products and features a wide
selection of product. Including state of the art Registry service & benefit of Endless Earnings
program.

BABY B'S CANOPIES

www.BabyBsCanopies.com

Custom Carseat canopies, blankets, plastic minion party hats, "belly band" utility belt (handsfree
holding of keys, phone for at the gym, park, etc.)

BABY ON A BOARD

www.BabyonaBoard.com

The NEW way to caution other drivers that you’re toting around your most precious cargo. Get
a stylish and eye-catching Baby On A Board decal today!

ERGOBABY

www.ergobaby.com

"The Ergobaby Carrier was born out of a personal desire for mobility and comfort allowing you
to tackle life while maintaining a close & natural bond with your baby and toddler.
Every new product we design is conceived and developed with a focus on you and your baby.
Our products adjust naturally with you–our goal to make life easier in our mobile world. It’s
about your comfort, your baby’s developing body–and everywhere you both can go–without
limits."

FOXY VIDA

www.foxyvida.com

Foxy Vida is a bold collection of diaper bags, made in the USA, with gorgeous textiles you
won't find anywhere else. Our mission is to inspire and reward moms everywhere by creating
products for the most sacred time in her life and beyond. It’s not just all about baby!

GO-GO BABYZ

www.gogobabyz.com

"Go-Go Babyz® is a family oriented company, dedicated to developing innovative, high
quality products to make life easier when you and your baby are “on the go.” ®
As parents of young children we design each product for use with our own families, and all
Go-Go Babyz® products are personally mom, dad and grandparent-tested. After 8 years of
growth and success we are proud to still be family owned and operated."

JUST BETWEEN FRIENDS OF SAN MATEO

www.jbfsale.com/sanmateo

Baby Gear (Continued)

Just Between Friends is the Bay Area's largest children's and maternity consignment sales event
where local families can buy and sell their gently used kids clothing, toys, furniture and more.

NINI AND PUMPKIN

www.niniandpumpkin.com

Nini & Pumpkin designs and manufactures a premium quality, innovative, versatile, and cozy
baby and toddler sleep sack called the moon cocoon.

ONYA BABY

www.onyababy.com

Onya Baby makes award-winning soft-structured baby carriers that support your baby in an
ergonomic and natural seated position.

ORBIT BABY

www.orbitbaby.com

Orbit Baby was born from a love of adventure, but we know braving "the great outdoors" can
mean just getting out the door. We designed our travel system from the ground up to expand,
not limit, your family's adventures. We tested with real families to learn how make to parents'
lives easier, and to keep children safer and more comfortable. We make it easy for you to live
life to the fullest, whether going to the mall or the Maldives.

RHOOST

www.rhoost.com

We design eco-friendly and stylish baby proofing/safety products and an all natural grooming
kit.

RIGHT START

www.rightstart.com

Right Start is a leading retailer of juvenile products for infants through toddlers. We carry a
carefully selected assortment of the finest quality strollers, car seats, nursery and feeding
accessories, plus a complete collection of care products and more!

SWEET CHEEKS

www.GoSweetCheeks.com

Sweet Cheeks is a Bay Area, mother-daughter owned company that launched an innovative
Diaper Clutch, designed to create convenience and simplify diaper duty and messes while
on-the-go with baby or toddler.

WHIMSYBOO

www.whimsyboobaby.com

Baby linens made from organic bamboo: hooded towels, burp and wash clothes, bibs and
more. Incredibly soft, absorbent and get better with washing.

YUMMI POUCH

www.yummipouch.com

Yummi Pouch provides snack and meal time items for kids! From reusable squeeze pouches, to
cloth snack and sandwich bags, divided lunch boxes, and more!

Babywear - Clothing & Accessories

Babywear (Continued)

BADABOUM

www.bada-boum.com

Badaboum creates comfy and high quality sleep sacks for newborns to toddlers.
Our products received the Family choice award 2014!
Sleep sacks are recommended by pediatricians to prevent SIDS and are safer than a loose
blanket!

BAGS OF SUGAR

www.bagsofsugar.com

Bags of Sugar is a small company that makes unique products for babies and toddlers. Our
carry bags are a one-of-a-kind: they provide freedom of movement like blankets but they can’t
be kicked off. No buttons, no zippers, no twisting and stuffing, designed for moms on the go.

BUBBLE BELLY MOMS | BABIES | KIDS

www.shopbubblebelly.com

Bubble Belly, helping modern families LIVE.LIFE.BETTER. through our unique selection of high
quality products from everyday essentials, eco toys, to distinctive apparel for newborns to 8
years.

CHESKI SOCK COMPANY

www.cheskisockcompany.com

Cheski Sock Company is a new and exciting infant sock company based in San Francisco
featuring infant socks that won't fall, slide, or kick off.

FOR THE QT'S

estizelt@sbcglobal.net

Beautiful hand knitted baby clothing made from natural fabrics like 100% organic cotton, eco
cotton, 100% bamboo, or a soft blend of cotton and merino wool. Made in the USA.

HONEY HUGGERS

www.honeyhuggers.com

Honey Huggers protects little knees! Padded leggings made with a supremely soft cotton blend.
Versatile, easy to care for, designs that are sweet and surprising!

STITCHOLOGY

www.stitchology.com

Handmade snackbags, wetbags, blankets and baby accessories! Each item is created for the
sole purpose of making life a little more organized, simple, and adorable.

THE GREEN CREATION

www.TheGreenCreation.com

Stylish Organic clothing for babies and kids at an affordable price!

TINY TERU SAN FRANCISCO

www.tinyteru.com

Tiny Teru San Francisco creates sophisticated designs and gifts for little ones plus Moms to wear
and enjoy. We specialize in creating "wearable art" in the form of adorable onesies, tees,
baby hats, artwork, totes & more. We use organic fabrics whenever possible and print with
water-based eco friendly dyes in the USA.

Birthing
A BIRTH AT A TIME

www.abirthatatime.com

A Licensed Midwife, Childbirth Educator, Birth & Postpartum Doula, Massage Therapist, and
Placenta Encapsulator. With a passion for educating and supporting families in and out of the
hospital.

ACUDOULA

www.acudoulayume.com

AcuDoula combines the skills of a licensed acupuncturist and certified doula.

CHILD CARE COORDINATING COUNCIL OF SAN MATEO COUNTY (4CS)

www.sanmateo4cs.org

For over 40 years, 4Cs has been the trusted resource for child care and preschool needs for
parents living and working in San Mateo County. 4Cs supports the county’s 1,000 licensed
child care providers and preschool programs, investing in professional development and
improving program quality.

NATURAL RESOURCES

www.naturalresources-sf.com

Your community pregnancy, childbirth & early parenting resource center. Offering classes,
products, rentals & support to growing families. Visit us for cloth diapers, breastfeeding
consultations, sleep support & more.

PELV-ICE

www.mamastrut.com

Mama Strut by PELV-ICE supports the postpartum body's natural healing process and provides
pain and swelling relief with adjustable support and theraputic heat and ice. Mama Strut brings
postpartum recovery into the 21st Century. Happy Mama. Happy Baby.

SAN FRANCISCO BIRTH CENTER

www.sfbirthcenter.com

San Francisco is getting a Birth Center! Coming this spring, we will offer midwifery care,
waterbirth, and a family friendly environment to have you baby.
Inspired by traditional healing arts, we provide expecting mothers with complete care through
pregnancy, delivery and recovery.

Childcare
CARE.COM

www.care.com

At Care.com, There for You isn't just our mission, it's our passion. As a one-stop-shop for families
to meet all their care needs, we understand that one size doesn't fit all. Our goal is to provide
families with as many options as possible so everyone can find the care that best fits their
unique needs.

CHILDRENS COUNCIL OF SAN FRACISCO

childrenscouncil.org

Finding child care can be a challenge. Children’s Council is here to help you find child care
that meets your family’s needs.

PACIFIC RIM INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL

Childcare (Continued)

www.pacificriminternationalschool.org

A unique complete immersion infant program (Mandarin and Japanese) within a nurturing
Montessori setting that emphasizes movement-based brain development.

SWEETBERRY NANNIES & SITTERS AGENCY

www.sweetberrynannies.com

At SweetBerry Nannies and Sitters Agency, we understand that the childcare needs of each
family are varied. Each family has their own list of qualities they seek when it comes to hiring a
nanny. We strive to find the best caregiver according to your specific needs. We will coach
and guide our Nannies to perform the kind of job that will fulfill our mutual expectations.

URBANSITTER

www.urbansitter.com

Looking for a new and better way to book babysitters? Try UrbanSitter! Founded by four busy
parents, UrbanSitter is an online resource to find sitters recommended by people you know—so
you feel secure in hiring someone you trust. Simply search for available sitters by date & time,
select based on reviews and credentials, then book online at the click of a button! For harder to
fill jobs, such as regular part-time help or a last-minute sitter, post a job and get an organized
list of interested sitters.

Diapering Services
TINY TOTS DIAPER SERVICE AND BABY BOUTIQUE

tinytots.com

Family owned since 1966. Tiny Tots takes delight in servicing the diapering needs of families.
We offer both cotton and compost diaper service. Every diaper change is love!

EARTHBABY

www.earth-baby.com

EarthBaby is a compostable diaper delivery service

Food
EEPPLES, INC.

eepples.com

Eepples, makers of simple, innovative products designed to help you easily label, track, and
organize your breast milk supply.

MAMA'S COOKIES

www.colleenyerge.com

Mama's Cookies help mothers produce and increase milk supply. Sweetened with organic
maple syrup and 64% dark chocolate, Mama's Cookies is the most decadent and delicious
cookie you've ever tasted! Made with the most wholesome ingredients, and a whole lot of
LOVE.

HAPPY FAMILY BRANDS

www.happyfamilybrands.com

Happy Family is a leading premium organic food brand delivering optimal nutrition for the
entire family.

For Moms
BABY BOOT CAMP - NOE VALLEY AND THE MARINA

www.babybootcamp.com/ca-san-francisco2.aspx

Baby Boot Camp is an innovative stroller fitness program that helps moms regain or enhance
pre-pregnancy fitness levels and meet the physical challenges of parenting by emphasizing
strength training in a supportive environment.

COMFY-COZIE

www.comfy-cozie.com

COMFY-COZIEs deliver the therapeutic moist-heat doctors recommend to soothe away the
expecting and new parent's everyday knots, kinks, aches, and pains -- safely and comfortably.

ITTYBITTYTALK

ittybittytalk.com

It takes a village to raise a baby! Tap into IttyBittyTalk.com where fellow moms share their
wisdom.

JAMBERRY

www.megangarcia.jamberrynails.net

Jamberry nail wraps are perfect for your busy mom on the go who wants beautiful inexpensive
nails that won't chip peel or get damaged!

JUNO BLU, INC.

www.junoblu.com

Juno Blu is devoted to the unsung hero of the family - MOM, offering stylish and functional
handbags to tote your breast pump.

NEWBORN-SOLUTIONS

www.NewboRN-Solutions.com

Trusted education and comfort experts for your family. A Registered Nursing Corporation.

NIPPLENEST

www.nipplenest.com

The NippleNest is a patented storage case for nipple shields.

PARIDAY

www.pariday.com

Pariday was founded by three women who experienced breastfeeding pain and created
Pariday Tend Her Pillows to give other real moms a real solution.

SAVI MOM

www.thesavimom.com

Savi Mom is a clothing-line founded by 2 moms that saw a need in the marketplace for
nursing-wear that would allow moms to nurse anywhere, anytime without feeling overly exposed
or self conscious. We have also expanded to offer maternity clothing and all things baby!

SMALL BATCH STUDIO

www.small-batchstudio.com

Small Batch Studio is the creator of the Push Pack pre packed hospital bag. We also sell Pretty
Pusher hospital gowns and accessories.

STELLA & DOT BY FRANCESCA

www.stelladot.com/TeamFrancesca

Our mission is to give women the means to style their lives. Our affordable line consists of
jewelry, scarves and now baby bags.

Other Services
NEW YORK LIFE

www.newyorklife.com

We work with families to ensure they take steps that are important to them in the areas of how
to accumulate and save enough for their child's education plan, protecting themselves with the
proper amount of life insurance, and plan for their own retirement.

NURSING MOTHERS COUNSEL

www.nursingmothers.org

Breastfeeding support by phone, home visits, free prenatal classes by highly-trained volunteer
counselors who have also breastfed.

TROWBRIDGE INSURANCE AGENCY

www.trowbridgeins.com

We are a Farmers Insurance Agency that can provide Insurance protection for your home and
auto but most importantly life insurance and investment planning for new parents and growing
families.

RED TRICYCLE

www.redtri.com

Free newsletter and web site for children and parents with a mission to promote local
adventures and activities

Parenting
BAY AREA INTACTIVISTS

www.bayareaintactivists.org

Bay Area Intactivists is a human rights organization working to eradicate all forms of forced
genital modifications including routine infant circumcision. We provide free information
regarding the correct care of genitally intact children and the damage caused by circumcision.

DAYONE BABY LLC

www.dayonebaby.com

DayOne Baby is a haven for families in newborn to toddler stages to learn, build community,
and find great products. Services include classes, lactation consultations, and breastpump
rentals.

PLAYFUL BEE

www.playfulbee.com

Playful Bee makes being your child's first teacher easy by providing you with a curated early
education curriculum that's fun, engaging and effective.

SAVVY EVERY DAY

www.savvyeveryday.com

Savvy Every Day publishes content for the whole family, from a mom's perspective. Whether
you're interested in tips, reviews, guides, or giveaways in the areas of tech, family, home,
travel, or events we have you covered. Check out our website, and get savvy!

Photography
CUTE MOMENTS PHOTOGRAPHY

www.cutemomentsphotography.com

Creativity has no limits at Cute Moments Photography, the award winning photo studio in Bay
Area. Parents can imagine any setting for their babies.

DIANE CARA PHOTOGRAPHY

Photography (Continued)

www.DianeCaraPhotography.com

Diane Cara specializes in on-location photography focusing on the natural interactions and joy
of your family. This results in genuine, fresh and beautiful photographs of you and your family.

DINA URETSKI PHOTOGRAPHY

www.dinauretski.com

Newborn, Children's and Family Photographer serving the entire San Francisco Bay Area.

NANCY ALCOTT BABY + CHILD PHOTOGRAPHY

www.nancyacott.com

Best of the bay child photographer winner 2011, 2012 + 2013, nancy alcott specializes in
highly stylized newborn posing and baby + child photography.

SEE MY WORLD PHOTOGRAPHY

www.SeeMyWorldPhotography.com

See My World Photography is a portrait boutique studio specializing in personalized baby,
newborn, maternity, and family portraiture in the San Francisco Bay Area.

Spa and Beauty
ZOE ORGANICS

www.zoeorganics.com

Zoe Organics creates safe, effective and luxurious skin, home and active lifestyle products for
the conscious family. We carefully select each certified organic raw ingredient and formulate,
blend and pour by hand each product that leaves our northern California studio. Every step of
the process is done in-house, because we are so passionate about what we do!

Toddler Activities
JAMAROO KIDS

www.jamarookids.com

JAMaROO Kids has been specializing in dance, music, yoga and art classes for young
children since 2004. At their San Francisco Studio families can participate in weekly classes,
events and open play.

THE GREAT BABY ROMP

greatbabyromp.com

The Great Baby Romp is the annual family event where parents and their babies and toddlers
try out local enrichment classes BEFORE they commit! Coming soon to SF on February 28th
2015

MOMMY NEAREST

www.mommynearest.com

With over 50,000 kid-friendly and parent-approved places around the country, Mommy
Nearest is one of the fastest growing mobile apps in the parenting space. In addition to place
listings, the app publishes new and curated content on a daily basis via The Mommy Nearest
Magazine. The app is free on both iPhone and Android.

Toys & Gifts
ALINA CHAU ART

www.alinachau.com

Alina Chau Art creates beautiful whimsical wall arts for children, which are perfect for children
and nursery room decoration. We also publish children books, educational apps, greeting
cards as well as custom made original art upon request.

BEBE BILINGUAL

www.etsy.com/shop/BebeBilingual

Toys & Gifts (Continued)

Language Learning Made Fun For Kids! Educational and fun gifts for toddlers teach colors,
numbers, animals, food and more in Spanish, French and English. Products include flash
cards,placemats, lunch boxes and more.

BROWN'S REMEMBER WHEN

www.brownsrememberwhen.com

Handmade wood toys and rocking horses, made from sustainable wood and finished with food
grade linseed oil. Toys made to last, for your children's children.

IMMEDIUM

www.immedium.com

We publish wonderful children’s picture books, ideal for baby showers, birthdays, and
gift-giving: including The Year of the Dragon, The Octonauts, and Justin Time.

LOVEMOTIFS

lovemotifs.com

Personalized etched keepsakes created using your baby's actual footprints. Imprint Kit provided.
Ideal for gift giving.

OTTEROO

www.otteroo.com

Parent tested, baby loved and pediatrician approved, otteroo is designed for infants and turns
the daily bath into a time of learning, discovery and fun!

WILD DILL

www.wilddill.com

Wild Dill is an independent online retailer of organic, eco-friendly and fair trade baby products;
established as a premier source for natural baby products and gifts. It’s the one-stop shop for
anyone looking for natural baby toys, organic baby clothing, or any other natural alternatives to
traditional children's products.

